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MEET OUR SPEAKER – KIM BECK
Kim specializes in benefit program design and re-structuring, cost
reduction strategies, compliance services, onboarding/enrollment
technology and health & wellness management solutions specific to
the transportation industry. She has 30 years of insurance and benefit
industry experience, including over 19 years at Cottingham & Butler
working almost exclusively in the transportation segment.
Kim Beck, Vice President

During this time, she facilitated the development of what is now a nationally recognized
annual trucking specific benchmark report on compensation and benefits within the
trucking industry. With her industry expertise and over a decade of data from this
annual survey, her team has also developed proprietary analytic tools and deeper level
benchmarking resources to assist trucking companies with strategies for recruiting,
retention, containing costs and making important benefit program decisions each year.
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OUR MISSION
To PARTNER with our clients to
PROTECT their most valuable assets
and to BUILD an exceptional company
of passionate insurance professionals.
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ABOUT US
•
•
•
•
•
•

Privately held - established in 1887
Headquarters in Dubuque, IA (population 60,000)
Over 3,500 customers nation wide
1,000+ employees
26th largest Insurance Broker in U.S.
95% retention rate across entire book of business
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TRUCKING INDUSTRY CHALLENGES IMPACTING SUPPLY CHAIN AND INFLATION
• Transportation (specifically the Tank/Bulk industry) is a key front-end economic
indicator of U.S. economy. It is vital, yet fragile…
• Tank/Bulk makes up 8% of all commercial vehicles but hauls 1/3 of all tonnage!

• The Tank/Bulk segment tends to weigh most heavily on supply chain – if these
trucks aren’t moving, everything else stops moving:


Fuel/Petroleum



Liquids/Oils



Chemicals



Food
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#1 CHALLENGE IN TRUCKING – WORKFORCE
• ATA announced recently that the
industry is over 80,000 drivers short!
• Driver pay has increased over 20%
during the past 18 months…
yet it is not fixing the problem
• 10 - 15% of trucks sitting empty
• Aging workforce with poor health risks
• Increased benefit package costs
• Major industry image issues
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#2 CHALLENGE IN TRUCKING – OPERATING COSTS
• Diesel prices at an all-time high – up over 50% from 2020!

• 2 highest cost increases in history happening simultaneously
(labor cost/fuel cost). Average annual tank driver pay $85k - $100k!
• Equipment costs up 20%+ over last 12 months (trucks/trailers)
• Requirements on emissions adding unwanted extra weight to
power units, resulting in decrease of payload
Los Angeles - March, 2022

• Availability of equipment and components causing major challenges


Truck/Trailer shortages



Carriers forced to keep trucks longer – costs more to maintain and service



Component shortages & cost increases (pumps, seals, tires, electrical, etc.)
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PROFITABILITY CONCERNS & OTHER TRENDS
• Lots of capacity/freight – not enough drivers
• Some customers pushing back on rate increases
• Many starting to 80/20 their business and put more focus on best customers


Brokering less desirable or extra freight at better margins



Letting go of shippers not willing to pay market rates in order to afford to keep
the best drivers and better service most profitable/best customers



Setting proper expectations with customers on cost/service/delivery times

• All was happening BEFORE the Ukraine Invasion (price/rate increases will continue)
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EQUIPMENT, RISK/INSURANCE COSTS ALSO ON THE RISE
• Equipment values for trucks, trailers and overall
machinery/equipment have increased substantially.
• Businesses have had to adjust these valuations in
order to ensure proper indemnification in the event
of a loss and address the potential impact of lost
revenue/margins – causing higher insurance costs.
• Auto insurance rates have increased for 42 consecutive quarters – “nuclear
verdicts” taking a toll on the industry
• Excess insurance rates have some of the highest increases year over year, with a
15% increase 4th Quarter of 2021. Securing adequate limits is also problematic
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RISK/INSURANCE COSTS INCREASES LIKELY TO CONTINUE
• Climate volatility - global catastrophic property losses have steadily
increased, bumping the annual benchmark from $75B to $120B
• Property insurance market capacity has shrunk while rates have
increased dramatically for 5+ years
• Cyber attacks continue to increase at a rapid pace, often
shutting down businesses and demanding large ransoms
• Ransomware payments totaled over $600M in 2021, up from $416M in 2020
• Medical/Prescription costs spiking back up after a slowdown during the pandemic
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SUPPLY CHAIN TRENDS IN TRANSPORTATION/FOOD/AG SEGMENTS
• Significant delays related to import/export of raw materials and finished goods
causing financial stress and slowing down processing and delivery of product
• Prices up, yet farm income down

• Climate volatility continues to
affect crop and livestock yield
• War in Ukraine causing disruption to largest exporter of sunflower oil
(47% of total) along with further disruption expected globally across all sectors
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RENEWABLE ENERGY - A LONG ROAD AHEAD
• Electric Vehicles will be a growing trend for passenger vehicles,
but over-the-road commercial segment will be slow to adapt


Highway infrastructure is not equipped for electric OTR trucks



More frequent stops due to battery range limitations



Longer downtimes waiting to charge versus filling a tank



Electric trucks are significantly heavier - causing diminished weight/load capacity,
more significant road damage and additional costs for motor carriers



Additional regulatory challenges



Power grid issues are certain to happen



Electric trucks hauling fossil fuels… dangerous?!

• Biodiesel better for the environment but expensive - advancements needed
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ENOUGH DOOM AND GLOOM… WHAT CAN WE DO?
Be a Voice – get involved!
•

Engage with legislators, state and national trucking associations (NTTC, ATA,
TCA) and other relevant groups or coalitions

•

NTTC (National Tank Truck Carriers) is the voice of the
tank/bulk industry. As our country progresses, they
are actively working to prevent over-regulation, to
create a more favorable image for carriers/drivers and
protect the best interests of the tank truck industry.

www.tanktruck.org

•

NTTC represents the tank truck industry before Congress and many of the
federal regulatory agencies, including the DOT, EPA, DOL, DHS, and their many
divisions like PHMSA, FMCSA, and TSA along with state and local organizations.

•

The good news… the DOT, DOL & FMCSA are actively listening; they need us!
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
Shippers – hold on to your good carriers

• Continue to build good relationships and understand rate increases will continue
• Protect yourself against 2nd tier carriers – it may cost you more later

Fleet Owners – hold on to your good drivers
• Drivers leave people, not companies! Build a great culture - great driver managers
• Know how you compare in the categories that matter most:


Pay



Lanes/Routes



Home Time



Manual Labor Requirements



Equipment



Benefit Package
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C&B ANNUAL COMPENSATION & BENEFITS SURVEY
The survey reports on compensation, turnover,
benefit offerings and cost containment
strategies within the trucking industry…
• 14 Years of collecting data from motor carriers nationwide
• Participation growing steadily each year

• Data from 300+ Motor Carriers
- Primarily Mid-Size / Truck Load (Non-Union)
• All For Hire or Private Fleets
(no bus, rail or airline companies)

www.truckingsurvey.com

• Separate report for tank/bulk haulers
through our partnership with NTTC
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GENERAL SURVEY THEMES FROM 2021 – HOME TIME, COMPENSATION, PTO…
Motor carriers continue to improve on home time, with 20% reporting
to get most drivers home every night (primarily short haul tank/bulk
haulers) and 40% getting drivers home 1-2 nights per week.
Compensation is increasing at a record pace from 2019 – 2021 with
carriers reporting pay increases of 20%+ over the last 2-3 years (most
of it this year).
Sign-on Bonuses becoming the norm. Higher bonus amounts.
More Robust Vacation, PTO and Leave of Absence Policies

Higher 401k Matching and less restrictive vesting
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GENERAL THEMES 2021 – HEALTH PLAN OFFERINGS/COSTS
Very little movement from 2020 – 2021 in terms of plan designs offered or rates charged
to employees. Average deductibles, copays and employee contributions stayed relatively
the same – indicating employers were hesitant to make any changes that could negatively
impact on recruiting/retention. We expect a similar trend in 2022 (likely enhancements)
Covid-19 helped to keep medical plan costs low from 2020 – 2021 for most companies
Average Annual Gross Cost Per Enrolled Employee on the Medical Plan = Approx. $10k
55% of motor carriers using either BCBS or UHC
Many motor carriers shortening waiting periods to 30 or 60 days (vs 60 or 90 days)
80% of employers are offering telemedicine to their employees (most with $0 copay)
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2021 TRUCKING COMPANY MEDICAL PLAN DESIGNS & EMPLOYEE RATES
MEDICAL / RX
Deductibles
In-Network (Single/Family)
Coinsurance
In-Network (Plan Pays/Employee
Out of Pocket Maximums
In-Network (Single/Family)
Office Visit Copays
In-Network (PCP/Specialist)
Emergency Room Copays
Rx Copays
Generic
Preferred
Non-Preferred
Specialty
Weekly Employee Contributions
Single
Employee + Spouse
Employee + Children
Family
Annual Gross Medical & Rx Cost
Per EE

C&B 2021 Trucking Survey
Bulk/Tank Average

C&B 2021 Trucking Survey
All Trucking Average

$3,400 / $6,800

$3,150 / $6,300

80% / 20%

80% / 20%

$5,750 / $11,500

$6,360 / $12,720

$30 / $50

$30 / $50

$250

$210

$15
$45
$75
$145
Tobacco Surcharge
$20
$25
$20
$25

$15
$45
$75
$160
Tobacco Surcharge
$20
$22
$21
$24

Standard
$40
$125
$110
$190

Standard
$50
$145
$120
$195

$10,815

$9,950

Weighted Average Plan Design/EE Costs (based on enrollment by plan)
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SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS & WELLNESS STRATEGIES
While almost all trucking companies surveyed offer company subsidized medical along with dental and
vision coverage. Most are also offering additional benefits on a voluntary basis to their employees:

Approximately 25% of motor carriers have robust wellness, biometric screenings or
condition management programs tied to their medical premiums
Approximately 50% reported to be doing wellness focused newsletters and/or regular
communication campaigns
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BENEFIT TRENDS IN TRUCKING
Medical Plan Eligibility & Participation Strategies
>> Working Spouse Provisions | Eligibility Audits | Opt-Out Benefit Programs
Rx Costs Rising – companies getting more aggressive in managing Rx spend.
>> PBM Coalitions | Aggressive Clinical Management | Specialty Carve-Out
Alternative Funding Solutions – motor carriers are willing to take on more risk for better control
and opportunity to save on benefit costs.
>> Self-Funding | Level-Funding | Stop Loss Captives | RBP-Cost Plus Plans
More Use of Technology – motor carriers have moved away from paper enrollment for benefits
and are more focused on technology solutions.
>> Benefit Administration Systems | Mobile Apps | Call Center Solutions
Advocacy & Health Support Services – employers are adding more programs to assist members
with benefit questions, enrollments, navigating care, etc.
>> EAP| Cost Transparency | Centers of Exc. | Concierge Services | CDL Mgmt.
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GETTING THE BEST VALUE FOR YOUR BUCK
Benchmark - Know How You Compare
Work with a consultant to analyze your program and understand how your compensation
& benefit package compares to your competitors and then identify where you have room
to either shave costs or focus on how to best advertise the areas where you shine
Offer a Robust Package Voluntary Benefits that are Low or No Cost
If you are not offering supplemental benefits like telemedicine, EAP, vision, voluntary life,
disability, accident, critical illness or hospital indemnity plans – you are at a competitive
disadvantage. Employees want these options with payroll deductions and easy enrollment
A dollar spent on benefits costs you less than a dollar spent on pay!
Most benefit plans you subsidize are tax deductible and every dollar the employee spends
on benefits also saves you on FICA
Communicate What You Have Well
A benefit package designed and delivered well24= high perception of value

GREAT COMMUNICATION = HIGH PERCEPTION OF VALUE
An employee’s perceived value of their benefits plan can either be enhanced
or diminished by the communication strategy
Above Average
Benefits Plan

Below Average
Benefits Plan

Effective
Communication
Strategy

84% of employees
respond favorably
regarding their benefits

76% of employees respond
favorably regarding their
benefits

Ineffective
Communication
Strategy

26% of employees
respond favorably
regarding their benefits

22% of employees respond
favorably regarding their
benefits

Source: MetLife 2013 Annual Survey

Communicate early, often, and in a variety of ways. Use written, visual,
in-person, and electronic varieties – enrollment guides, educational
videos, postcards, flyers, texts, email, meetings.
Make communication easy to understand and fun – steer employees to
mobile apps, web portals, animated videos, decision support tools.
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2022 TRUCKING COMPENSATION & BENEFITS SURVEY
The 2022 Cottingham & Butler Trucking Compensation and
Benefits Survey just closed.
• Benchmark survey reports are FREE but only available to
those that participate
• Didn’t participate – but would like a copy of the report?
You may still be able to get in…
• If you are able to provide your data by the end of the
week, we can still include you in the final report
aggregation. See me after for details!
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www.truckingsurvey.com

QUESTIONS

Kim Beck, Vice President
563.590.8210
kbeck@cottinghambutler.com
Cottingham & Butler
800 Main St Dubuque, IA 52001
www.cottinghambutler.com
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REACHING A NATION
• Remote office locations across the U.S.
• 3 Airplanes
• 8 Pilots & 1 Company driver
• Employ 1000+ individuals
• 95% of businesses outside of

Dubuque, IA
• Clients in 48 states, ranging from

Florida to Alaska, Maine to California
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FIRM HISTORY
2001 Truck Insurance Ltd. Founded

1887 Dixon Cottingham founded D. Cottingham Insurance Agency.

2002 Security Insurance Ltd. Founded
1990 John Cottingham, joins his father and the company name is changed to D.
Cottingham & Son Insurance Agency

2004 Blackhawk, Truck-Pak, Safe Trucking Insurance Ltd. Founded

1938 Ellis Butler took over the family business. The business specialized in
poultry insurance.

2007 HealthCheck360 was launched
2008 Construction Specialty Founded
2009 Baker Tilly Acquisition

1957 John Butler, today’s Chairman, joined his father at Cottingham & Butler.
2009 Specialized Transportation Insurance Limited Founded
1980 Self Insured Services Company (SISCO), a third party claim administration
company, was founded.

2013 Butler Benefit Services Merger
2014 Benefit Coordinators Corporation (BCC) Acquired
2016 Big Rig Insurance Limited Founded

1985 Safety Management Services Company was created to provide loss control
and essential safety services.

2018 Carlson Dettmann Consulting Acquisition
2019 Diamond Insurance Limited Founded

1992 HealthCorp was established to provide health coordination services for self
funded health plan recipients. *Now operating under HealthCheck360

2019 Pursuit Insurance Limited Founded
2020 GuideRe Insurance Limited Founded

1993 Cottingham & Butler formed its first member owned group captive, Traffic
Insurance Ltd.

2021 Acres Insurance Limitetd Founded
1997 Small Fleet Transportation Division formed
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FOOD AND AGRIBUSINESS PRACTICE OVERVIEW
Dedicated, Technical Team Focused in the Food and Distribution Industry:
•

Fully PCQI & HACCP certified team with Loss Control and Safety Consultants direct from food/ag industry and
national food/ag carriers

•

Food Safety and Brand Reputation Experts (Non-Insurance)
-

•

Carrier marketing team dedicated to Food and Trucking Clients
-

•

Access to all leading carriers active in associated sectors

Diagnostic Tools (SafetySmart) built specifically for food risks
-

•

Partnership with leading, global food safety consulting firm

Supply Chain, Recall, Environmental Monitoring, Claims

Food/Distribution Risk Management Assessment (RMA)
-

Analyzes current risks, program design, current coverage procured and historical loss trends to develop a detailed assessment
and plan of engagement to correct deficiencies

•

Expertise in large property schedules with spoilage and contamination exposures across global location schedules

•

Leaders in Alternative Risk Finance options built to outperform the standard insurance market
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This is sample content.
•

This is sample content.
- This is sample content.
o This is sample content.
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STAY CONNECTED WITH COTTINGHAM & BUTLER
www.linkedin.com/company/cottingham-&-butler
www.facebook.com/cottinghambutler
www.twitter.com/CB_Better

www.instagram.com/cottinghambutler
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